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How Cisco IT Migrated TDM Local Access from SONET to 
OC-192 Infrastructure 

OC-192 on Cisco ONS 15454 increases network speed, saves money, and 
improves manageability. 

 When Cisco employees connect to the outside world over the 
WAN, public switched telephone network (PSTN), or Internet, they 
use a local access network to the LEC or IXC central office. Either 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

r expansion to new buildings 
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the LEC or its customer can own the local access infrastructure, which 
is based on synchronous optical network (SONET) technology. For 
buildings with high LEC capacity needs, customer-provided access 
saves money. For buildings with lower capacity needs, LEC-provided 
access is usually more economical. Within the Cisco San Jose 
headquarters campus of over 40 buildings, Cisco owned the OC-48-
speed infrastructure for the eight buildings with the highest capacity 
needs, and leased the infrastructure from SBC for all other buildings.

By 2003, 18 more Cisco buildings on the San Jose campus were 
o much capacity that customer-provided access would be more economical, but Cisco could not add 
uildings to the legacy infrastructure of unconnected SONET rings. The legacy infrastructure had other 
ks as well, including high management burden, inefficient capacity planning, and large footprint and power 
ents. Because Cisco shared the local access infrastructure with other SBC customers, it needed to notify 
ly if it needed more capacity, or else risk provisioning delays. 

ter control over capacity planning 
r monthly costs 
ced footprint 

anded SONET footprint means we 
-manage local access capacity in 
ildings, and extend the access 
cture to unlit buildings as their 
 needs grow.” 
Brumbaugh, Network Engineer 

ecided to migrate from its legacy SONET TDM local-access infrastructure to a unified, campuswide 
 powered by the Cisco ONS 15454 Multiservice Provisioning Platform. While other Cisco locations had 
ccess infrastructures based on the Cisco ONS 15454 system, this would be the first that was not a greenfield 
ent. Cisco IT planned the cutover carefully to ensure that critical business services remained available. 

pansion to additional building. Now, 26 Cisco headquarters buildings instead of eight enjoy the benefits of 
r-provided access, including cost savings, simplified capacity planning, and reduced footprint. 

 control over capacity planning. No longer reliant on the LEC’s LAN capacity, the Cisco IT provisioning 
n run usage and capacity reports on demand.   

d costs. After paying a one-time fee to the LEC for a dedicated SONET infrastructure, Cisco pays 14 percent 
onthly bills than it paid for single-building connection. Real estate savings amount to $624,000.   

duced local access costs and gained greater control over capacity management 

tudy:  http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ciscoitatwork/case_studies/routing_dl10.html

http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ciscoitatwork/case_studies/routing_dl10.html
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To read the entire case study or for additional Cisco IT case studies on a variety of business solutions, visit Cisco on 
Cisco: Inside Cisco IT www.cisco.com/go/ciscoit

NOTE 
This publication describes how Cisco has benefited from the deployment of its own products. Many factors may have 
contributed to the results and benefits described; Cisco does not guarantee comparable results elsewhere. 

CISCO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.  

Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties, therefore this disclaimer may not apply to 
you. 
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